
 

Link-50I Automatic Sealing Carton Machine 
 

 
 
Link – 50 automatic folding &sealing machine on both sides of the belt drive, I use the stick tape 
sealing, automatic folding lid sealing up and down, fast, stable, and sealing effect level, standard, 
beautiful, can according to the carton specifications, automatically adjust the width and height, 
simple, quick, convenient, and can replace manual, improve the efficiency of up to 80% of 
production, save 5-10% consumables, is the enterprise It is a good choice to save cost, improve 
production efficiency and realize packaging standardization. This automatic folding and sealing 
machine is also known as adaptive automatic sealing machine, automatic adjustment according to 
the size of the carton, if you need to manually adjust the size of the carton, it is recommended to 
use manual folding and sealing machine (manual adjustment). 
 
Sealing machine equipment characteristics: 
 
· Manufactured with international advanced technology and imported parts and electrical 
components; 
Can be equipped with different brands of automatic baler use; 
· The height of standard machine surface is 600mm/650mm; 
Automatic adjustment of width and height when changing carton specifications; 
Automatic folding cover, up and down sealing completed at one time, suitable for the use of a 
variety of specifications of carton at the same time; 
. Equipped with blade protection device. Avoid accidental stab injury during operation; 
. It can be combined with Link-50H corner sealing machine to complete i-shaped sealing. 
· It can be operated independently or used in conjunction with automatic packaging assembly line, 
which is the choice for enterprises to save costs, improve production efficiency and realize 
packaging standardization. 
 
 



 
Application scope of sealing machine: 
 
Relying on the advantages of the above automatic folding and sealing machine is widely used in 
food, medicine, beverage, tobacco, daily chemical, hardware, toys, electronics and other industries 
at home and abroad. 
 
Technical Parameters: 
 

Model Link-50I 

Applicable to the power supply 380V/50Hz / 0.4KW 

Work pressure 5-6 kg /cm² 100 nl/ min 

Minimum packing size L 280 * W 120 * H 150mm 

Maximum packing size L 600  * W 500 * H 500mm 

Mesa height H 600mm-650mm 

The belt speed 28 m / min (12-17 kes / min) 

Packing tape BOPP/PVC 

Tape size W48, 60, 75mm 

Installation dimensions L 1700 * W 920 * 1450mm 

The net weight 280Kg 

 
 

 

 


